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	Contemporary Research in E-marketing, 9781591403722 (1591403723), Idea Group Publishing, 2005
This innovative text brings the interdisciplinary work of e-marketing to one outlet, and fuels the cross-fertilization of ideas and dissemination of key research concepts.

Contemporary Research in E-Marketing brings the intrinsically inter-disciplinary work of e-marketing, by academic researchers from various fields, to one outlet. This book fuels the cross-fertilization of ideas and greater dissemination of key research concepts. Contributions from fields as diverse as marketing, management, MIS, communication, computer science and finance offer exposure to cutting-edge ideas with broad scope and international focus.

 About the Editor 

Sandeep Krishnamurthy is associate professor of e-commerce and marketing in the Business Administration Program at the University of Washington, Bothell. He obtained his PhD from the University of Arizona in marketing and economics. His research interests are in the area of e-Marketing, e-commerce and open source software. Most recently, he has published a 450-page MBA textbook, E-Commerce Management: Text and Cases. His scholarly work on e-commerce and open source software has appeared in journals such as Business Horizons, Journal of Consumer Affairs, Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication, Quarterly Journal of E-Commerce, Marketing Management, First Monday, Journal of Marketing Research and Journal of Service Marketing. Sandeep also works in the areas of generic advertising and non-profit marketing. His work in generic advertising has appeared in journals such as Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes (OBHDP) and Marketing Letters. His work in non-profit marketing has appeared in the International Journal of Non-Profit Voluntary Sector Marketing. He currently serves as associate book review editor for the Journal of Marketing Research and is a co-editor for a special issue of the International Marketing Review. He regularly reviews papers for a variety of journals including Marketing Science and the >Journal of Advertising. His writings in the business press have appeared on Clickz.com, Digitrends.net and Marketingprofs.com. His comments have been featured in press articles in outlets such as Marketing Computers, Direct Magazine, Wired.com, Medialifemagazine.com, Oracle’s Profit Magazine and The Washington Post. He has developed and taught several innovative courses related to e- commerce to both MBA and undergraduate students. Most recently, he developed and taught a course titled “Search and the World Wide Web”. He was responsible for founding the management information systems (MIS) concentration in the business program.
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Software Solutions for Engineers and ScientistsCRC Press, 2007
Our book was conceived as a programming toolkit and a problem-solving resource for professional engineers and scientists who take on the role of programmers. The book’s original idea was based on the fact that engineers and scientists often need to develop software to suit their particular needs, but hardly ever are they...

		

Cisco NAC Appliance: Enforcing Host Security with Clean Access (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2007
Almost every contemporary corporation and organization has acquired and deployed security solutions or mechanisms to keep its networks and data secure. Hardware and software tools such as firewalls, network-based intrusion prevention systems, antivirus and antispam packages, host-based intrusion prevention solutions, and...

		

The Best of 2600: A Hacker OdysseyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The hacker subculture — shrouded in mystery, spiced with a hint of glamour, and thoroughly misunderstood by those who don't belong — was revealed in the original edition of The Best of 2600: A Hacker Odyssey. The book became an instant bestseller. If you're a 2600 subscriber, a member of the hacker community, a geek freak, or simply a...




	

Encyclopedia of Folk HeroesABC Clio, 2001
Seal (of the Curtin University of Technology in Perth, Australia) has put together an interesting if sporadic collection of folk heroes. He refers to it as a "representative collection of legendary, historical, and magical heroes from many of the world's extensive folklores." South and Central America receive very little coverage....

		

Intelligent Computing EverywhereSpringer, 2007
Intelligent Computing Everywhere reflects the current perception in various fields that modern computing applications are becoming increasingly challenged in terms of complexity and intelligence.

It investigates the relevance and relationship artificial intelligence maintains with "modern strands of computing" i.e. pervasive...


		

LightWave 3D 8: 1001 Tips & TricksWordware Publishing, 2004
If you’re in the bookstore reading this book, buy it. It will be one of the best investments
you can make. There are years of experience in this book, and it will become
your favorite secret weapon.
William “Proton” Vaughan

What’s the next best thing to having an experienced LightWave artist at your...
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